
TYPES OF ADVERTISING MEDIA

Nine types of advertising media available to an advertiser are: (1) direct mail (2) newspapers and magazines (3) radio
advertising (4) television advertising (5).

Ads can be targeted to a specific group like a cryptocurrency group or a technology group. Some TV stations
also sell advertisers product placements. The reason for having large numbers is that this advertising method
can reach the household-level customers. Think of billboards, bus shelter posters, fly posters, and even those
big digital boards in Times Square. This is a very costly device. Sky writing is also known as air advertising.
If you cannot afford to play your advertisement regularly, you may find that radio advertising does not
generate strong results. It is a very costly medium involving higher distribution and film making costs.
Companies can also place ads on LinkedIn that can be targeted to particular traits or demographics of
LinkedIn users. There is lesser flexibility and lack of personal touch. Email advertising - also known as
internet direct marketing. A high degree of flexibility is ensured by newspapers i. Through the same
search-engine advertising services, ads can also be placed on Web pages with other published content.
Brochures, Leaflets, Flyers, Handouts, and Point-of-Sale Advertising Although some of these media can be
placed within the pages of newspapers and magazines, they are treated as a separate entity, usually because
they have less chance of being seen. A cost effective form of direct mail is to send your newsletters or flyers
electronically to an email database. For example, a company that advertises insurance will show up in any
search queries for insurance products. Various media like skywriting, sandwichmen, balloons and electric
displays are very costly. There are many digital marketing strategies including placing ads on popular websites
and social media sites. This is very suitable in the case of consumable and household articles like soaps,
medicines, fans, shoes and pens etc. However, it is still an effective way to reach millions of people, especially
when the Super Bowl comes around. Sometimes ads are sent via email. To grab the center spread of a big
magazine or the back cover of a newspaper meant millions of people saw the message. Short advertisement
films are not prepared by big business houses which are sent to different cinema houses to be shown to the
audience before the regular shows or during the intermission. Only big organisations can afford to produce
advertisement films. Brochures â€” Brochures impart everything a customer should know about the product or
a brand. There are daily, bi-weekly and weekly newspapers. Broadcast advertisements can be classified into
Television Advertisements â€” Television advertisements are usually focused on brand building and creating
brand awareness among prospective customers. Here are a few examples of what's available for your media
arsenal: Online Advertising aka Digital If you see an advertisement via the internet, then it is classified as
online advertising. The customers clearly understand the method of operation and use of the product.


